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Transition from “Can Justice be Taught?” to
“How can Studens Learn Justice?”
a Perspective of Reforming Law
School Education at Risk
Naoki IKEDA
Since a symposium titled “Can Justice be Taught?” in 2005, Kwansei
Gakuin Law School’s educational goal has been to educate students with a
professional mission for realizing social justice as well as basic legal knowl-
edge, skills and customs.
Such education oriented for justice ?“justice education”? has become
minor where law schools have been competing for survival by raising a
passing rate of the bar exams. Facing a risk of deteriorating educational
ideals, we need to reestablish justice education.
Because justice is deeply rooted in one’s value and philosophy, the only
educational method for internalizing justice orientation is to let them learn
on their initiatives.
Clinical education, especially a simulation method, is very effective as stu-
dents can positively take part in realizing justice by actually using law.
Social issues questioning legitimacy of the current social system can be
more enthusiastically discussed in inter-subjects seminars if created. Cases,
topics and educational methods must be carefully selected in order to attract
students and activate their discussions.
More pervasively, each teacher should prepare and elaborate the following
three questions in their classes, responding to the stages of a legal thinking
process and the positions of arguments in a court room:
1? Firstly, from a viewpoint of a judge’s bench, present us your interpreta-



























tion of the law in accordance with the main stream cases and theories,
2? Secondly, from a viewpoint of a party in disadvantage, create a legal
theory or find important facts which may change the interim conclusion, and
3? Finally, from a view of public seats, critically question the legitimacy and
fairness of the interim conclusion if possible.
Such justice education programs can make law schools’ class rooms more
exciting intellectually and humanely.
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